Nucleosynthesis in Type I X-ray bursts may involve up to several thousand nuclear processes. The majority of these processes have only been determined theoretically due to the lack of sufficient experimental information. Accurate reaction Q-values are essential for reliable theoretical estimates of reaction rates.
INTRODUCTION
Soon after the discovery of the phenomena now known as Type I X-ray bursts [1, 2] , the underlying mechanism was generally established as unstable burning of accreted solar-type material on the surface of a neutron star in a low-mass binary system (e.g., [3 -6] ) . The stellar binary system is close enough to allow mass transfer episodes. This matter flow forms an accretion disk that surrounds the neutron star and ultimately accumulates on its surface, building up an envelope in semi-degenerate conditions. As material piles up on top of the neutron star, the envelope is heated up without any significant expansion due to degeneracy, driving a violent thermonuclear runaway (for reviews see [7 -9] ). To date, 84
Galactic X-ray burst sources have been identified [10] .
Type I X-ray bursts (hereafter XRBs) are typically characterized by burst energies of 10 39 -10 40 ergs (Lpeak ~ 3 x 10 38 ergs/s), timescales of 10 -100 s, and recurrence times of hours -days (see e.g., [11] ). The maximum temperatures (T ~ 1 −2 GK) and densities (ρ ~ 10 6 g/cm 3 ) thought to be achieved in XRBs eventually drive the nucleosynthesis in these events along the proton-rich side of stability through the αp and rp processes, reaching A > 60 and perhaps even A > 100 (e.g., [12 -19] ). Note that the properties of XRBs are particularly dependent on the accretion rate (e.g., [6, 9] ): here, we focus on behaviour resulting from Realistic models of these phenomena are challenging because of the extreme astrophysical conditions associated with XRBs (requiring detailed, computationally-intensive hydrodynamic studies), the extent of the nucleosynthesis (requiring complex reaction networks involving several hundred isotopes and several thousand nuclear processes), and the lack of experimental nuclear physics information along the nucleosynthesis path. While several recent investigations [18 -25] have overcome the simplifications of past studies [13 -17, 26 -28] by improving the reaction network and/or underlying astrophysical model employed, uncertainties due to the nuclear physics input persist.
Nuclear physics uncertainties may certainly affect predicted XRB properties, whether directly through the influence of particular rates [18, 20 -22, 24, 29 -31] , or indirectly through the effects of accretion onto the particular nucleosynthetic products of previous bursts (compositional inertia -see [18, 25, 32] ); sedimentation of burst ashes may also affect the ignition of future bursts [33] . XRB nucleosynthesis will affect thermal, electrical and mechanical properties of the neutron star crust [14, 34 -37] , which are important for understanding the evolution of the neutron star magnetic field and the quiescent X-ray binary luminosity between bursts. As well, reliable predictions of carbon production in XRBs are essential for testing carbon-ignition models of superbursts (e.g., [37 -40] ). Finally, although ejection of material during XRBs may be possible during photospheric radius expansion [41, 42] , it is unlikely due to the strength of the neutron star gravitational field. Nonetheless, the nature of XRB nucleosynthesis may still be characterized through high-resolution X-ray spectra [41, 43 -46] , for example by searching for redshifted photoionization edges.
Recently, we performed a comprehensive and systematic set of calculations to examine how uncertainties in nuclear physics processes -specifically thermonuclear reaction rates and weak interaction rates -may affect XRB nucleosynthesis [47] . In that work we compiled a list of key reaction rates, measurements of which would help to constrain our predictions of XRB nucleosynthesis. In the present work we now consider the particular effects of uncertainties in reaction Q-values on XRB yields, again in the hope of motivating and focusing experimental efforts.
II. TECHNIQUE AND FRAMEWORK
Through the rp process, the reaction flow during an XRB (largely (p,γ) reactions)
is eventually driven toward the proton drip-line: capture of successive protons by nuclei along the drip-line is inhibited by a strong reverse photodisintegration reaction. The competition between the rate of proton capture and the rate of β-decay at these 'waiting points' determines the extent of the abundance flow to heavier masses during the burst. Explicitly, these waiting points arise because the proton-capture reactions on these nuclides have sufficiently small Q-values (relative to XRB temperatures -at 1 GK, kT ~ 100 keV) that an equilibrium between the rates of the forward (p,γ) and reverse (γ,p) processes is quickly established. According to detailed balance, for a reaction X(p,γ)Y, the rate NA<σν> and the photodisintegration decay constant λ are related by [48] :
where gi = 2Ji + 1 and Mi are statistical factors and ground-state masses (in u) for nuclei of ground-state spin Ji, Q is the ground-state Q-value of the forward reaction X + p → Y + γ (in MeV), T9 is the temperature in GK and Gi are normalized partition functions (this expression only holds for stellar rates). The Q-value enters exponentially in the above expression and thus is clearly the most important nuclear physics information needed to characterize the rate equilibrium. Consequently, the leakage of material to heavier nuclei (via subsequent proton-capture on the equilibrium abundance of Y) is critically dependent on the Q-value of the reaction X(p,γ)Y when this Q-value is sufficiently small.
In this study we have explored the effects of individually varying each reaction with Q < 1 MeV in our XRB network within its Q-value uncertainty ∆Q. For each case (Q ± ∆Q for a total of 200 reactions) we ran a one-zone post-processing calculation and compared final XRB yields with calculations using standard Qvalues. In addition, ten different XRB scenarios were employed (sampling the parameter space of possible XRBs -see Table I ) to fully explore any possible impact of each Q-value variation; these scenarios have been described in detail in [47] . Briefly, three of these ten scenarios (K04, F08, S01) use thermodynamic histories and conditions from Koike et al. [17] , Fisker et al. [19] and Schatz et al. [15] , respectively. The accretion rates assumed in these three models lie in the range = 2 x 10 -9 -2 x 10 -8 M /yr; these fall into the intermediate regime of
as discussed in Section I. Four other scenarios are based upon K04, but scaled to different peak temperatures (hiT, lowT) and burst durations (long, short). (Here, we take 'burst duration' to be the characteristic timescale of the temperature and density vs. time thermodynamic histories.) Finally, three further scenarios used the conditions of K04 but with different initial accreted compositions (lowZ, hiZ, hiZ2). A total of 200 x 2 x 10 = 4000 individual XRB post-processing calculations were therefore performed in the present study.
Our XRB nuclear reaction network has been described in [47] and includes the modifications discussed below. In brief, it comprises 606 nuclides between 1 H and 113 Xe, together with all charged-particle induced reactions between these species. Beta-decay rates from [49] have been used, and the impact of β-delayed nucleon emission has been considered. Experimental rate determinations are used whenever possible (e.g., [50, 51] ), but for the majority of reactions in our network the rates have been calculated using the Hauser-Feshbach formalism [52 -54] due to the lack of sufficient experimental information. All reaction rates incorporate the effects of thermal excitations in the target nuclei. We emphasize that the (yet-unmeasured) Q-values from [55] are not based on a theoretical mass model, but are derived from the extrapolation of experimental masses.
It is important to note the role of the reaction Q-value: namely, it enters twice, once in the Hauser-Feshbach forward rate calculation and again in the reverse rate calculated according to eq. (1). In our study we used theoretical rates calculated with a modified version of the NON-SMOKER code [52, 54] . This new version includes not only changes in the numerical treatment of transitions but also a number of updated nuclear properties: masses from [55] , experimental information on ground-and excited-state spins and parities from [56] , an improved prediction of ground-state properties when no experimental information is available, and a parity-dependent level density [57] . For reactions with Q < 1 MeV, additional rate sets were consistently computed for forward and reverse rates with the same code by using the upper and lower limits of the Qvalues according to [55] . A simpler, approximate method to deal with a Q-value change would have been to preserve the forward rate and only recalculate the reverse rate using the new Q-value. For reactions with Q < 1 MeV and ∆Q ~ few hundred keV, these two methods resulted in only small differences in XRB final abundances. This is to be expected for two reasons. First, for such small Qvalues and small ∆Q, the change in the forward rate remains small compared to the exponential effect of ∆Q on the reverse rate. Second, around the peak temperatures reached in our calculations, a (p,γ)-(γ,p) equilibrium is achieved which makes the equilibrium abundances insensitive to individual rates, leaving only a sensitivity to the assumed Q-value. The latter is underscored by the fact that our results are quite insensitive to the choice of rate set as proved by test calculations using theoretical rates calculated with the MOST code [53] .
We would like to emphasize that one has to be very careful when varying Q-values in a reaction network calculation. Consider, as an example, the nucleus 65 As. A variation in its mass causes changes in the Q-values of the reactions 64 Ge(p,γ) 65 As, 65 As(γ,p) 64 Ge, 65 As(p,γ) 66 Se and 66 Se(γ,p) 65 As.
Thus it becomes clear that these Q-values are correlated. However, in our procedure we vary the Q-value for each forward reaction at a time. Although we carefully took the Q-value correlation between forward and corresponding reverse reactions into account (that is, between 64 Ge(p,γ) 65 As and 65 As(γ,p) 64 Ge in the above example), we disregarded the Q-value correlation between subsequent reactions ( 64 Ge(p,γ) 65 As and 65 As(p,γ) 66 Se, in the above example). Fortunately, these correlations can be studied analytically [48] . We explored these effects in the above example, namely, we looked at the effect on the 64 Ge decay constant from a) consistently changing the 65 As mass (according to limits in [55] ) for both the 64 Ge(p,γ) and 65 As(p,γ) reactions vs. b) just changing the 65 As mass for the 64 Ge(p,γ) reaction and leaving the 65 As mass unchanged in the 65 As(p,γ) reaction.
We find that neglecting the change in the Q-value of the 65 As(p,γ) reaction (method (b), corresponding to the approach in the present study) leads to a change of up to 40% in the 64 Ge decay constant relative to the 'consistent' approach (i.e., method (a)), for the temperatures achieved in our models. Similar results were seen when we analytically examined the effect on the 68 Se decay constant due to neglecting the Q-value correlation between the 68 Se(p,γ) 69 Br and 69 Br(p,γ) 70 Kr reactions via the uncertainty in the 69 Br mass. Since the goal of this work was to identify the main reactions whose Q-values are sufficiently uncertain so as to significantly impact final XRB yields (i.e., by at least a factor of two, see section III), our approach should be adequate. This was confirmed through test post-processing calculations that examined the effects of these Q-value correlations (i.e., method (a) vs. method (b)) in more detail, and found our results (i.e., Tables III and IV , see section III) to be robust. Table II lists the final abundances (as mass fractions Xf,std) calculated with each of the ten XRB models described in Section II, using the standard reaction rates in our network (i.e., before varying any reaction Q-values). Only stable isotopes or those with t1/2 > 1 hr are given (the rest are assumed to fully decay at the end of the burst, and are consequently added to the nearest stable or long-lived daughter nuclei). In addition, these mass fractions Xf,std are plotted against mass number A in Figs. 1 -4 for each of the ten XRB models. If we consider only nuclei with a relatively large post-burst abundance (mass fraction Xf > 0.01, see Table I ), we find that the nuclear activity reaches its greatest extent in the 'S01', 'hiT' and 'long' models (up to the Ag-Cd region). Indeed, use of a larger nuclear network than the one we have adopted may show additional limited yields (Xf < 10 -5 ) at masses above A=113 for these three models, particularly 'S01'. This is a direct result of the higher peak temperatures and/or longer exposure times to high temperatures in these models. For these reasons, as well as that of hydrogen exhaustion, the nuclear activity is more subdued in models 'F08', 'short', 'hiZ'
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
and 'hiZ2' (reaching the Ge-Se region). We also find that the final yield distributions from the 'K04' and 'lowZ' models are quite similar, suggesting a lack of sensitivity to initial metallicity below a certain threshold. Note that for the models adopted directly from the literature (K04, F08, S01) the most abundant isotopes from our calculations (see Tables I and II) are in good qualitative agreement with the results from the respective articles [17, 19, 15] for the most part (but see also [47] ).
We stress that the abundances of Table II 'F08' and 'K04', respectively, is encouraging, however. Though not sufficient to determine absolute abundances, we claim that the calculations performed here and in [47] are suitable for exploring changes in final XRB abundances arising from variations in the input nuclear physics, especially when such nuclear physics variations do not result in changes to the nuclear energy generation rate during the burst (see below). Table III gives our results from individually varying each reaction with Q < 1 MeV in our network by ± ∆Q, for each of our ten XRB models. Each run involved changing the reaction Q-value of only a single reaction. Since the intent of this work is to identify those reactions whose ∆Q have the largest impact on XRB nucleosynthesis, we have included in Table III only those nuclides that attain a mass fraction Xf > 10 -5 at the end of the burst, and differ from mass fractions Xf,std
(calculated with standard rates and Q-values) by at least a factor of two. In addition, as in Table II , we show only isotopes that are stable or with t1/2 > 1 hour (all other nuclei are assumed to fully decay at the end of the burst, and are added to the appropriate stable or long-lived daughter nuclei).
From Table III we see that the 'short' model is sensitive to the most input reaction Q-values, with uncertainties ∆Q in eight different reactions affecting the final yield of at least one isotope by at least a factor of two in this model. Final yields in the 'K04', 'hiT', 'lowT' and 'lowZ' models are also sensitive to different input reaction Q-values: uncertainties ∆Q in 5 -6 reactions affect yields in these models. Conversely, the 'F08', 'hiZ' and 'hiZ2' models are sensitive to the fewest input reaction Q-values in our studies; the ∆Q of only one reaction affects final XRB yields in each of these models. Indeed, the 'F08' model is most robust to the effects of reaction Q-value uncertainties -the only change relative to yields with standard rates (Table II) is in the final yield of 45 Ti, which changes by a factor of two when the Q-value of the 45 Cr(p,γ) 46 Mn reaction is varied. The uncertainty in the Q-value of the 64 Ge(p,γ) 65 As reaction affects by far the most final XRB abundances: isotopic yields from Zn up to as high as Ag are affected in the 'K04', 'lowT', 'long', 'short' and 'lowZ' models.
Although all charged-particle reactions with Q < 1 MeV were varied by ± ∆Q, no (α,γ) or (α,p) reactions appear in Table III of the ten models. These 15 reactions are summarized in Table IV . The ∆Q of the 64 Ge(p,γ) 65 As reaction affects yields in all but one of our ten models, with a broad range of nuclei often affected, as mentioned above. Uncertainties in the Q-values of the 42 Ti(p,γ) 43 V, 46 Cr(p,γ) 47 Mn, 55 Ni(p,γ) 56 Cu and 60 Zn(p,γ) 61 Ga reactions affect yields in multiple models, but these effects are generally limited to one or two nuclei in the immediate vicinities of these reactions. Uncertainties in the Qvalues of over half of the reactions in Table IV affect only a few final yields (1 -4, by at least a factor of two) in only one of the 10 models examined in this study.
Table IV also indicates those reactions that, in addition to modifying Xf according to the above criteria, modify the nuclear energy generation rate by more than 5% during the burst when varied by ± ∆Q. These effects on the energy generation rate must be interpreted carefully. A one-zone post-processing calculation is not sufficient to predict XRB light curves (since, most notably, a post-processing code cannot self-adjust to allow for variations in the input thermodynamic histories caused by say, changing a reaction rate). However, it should hold that if the Qvalue variation of a reaction in a post-processing calculation does not affect the nuclear energy generation rate during a burst, then it is unlikely that this ∆Q would strongly affect the XRB light curve predicted by a full hydrodynamic calculation. As can be seen from Table IV , this consideration further emphasizes the crucial Q-value of the 64 Ge(p,γ) 65 As reaction; this Q-value may indeed have strong effects on XRB light curves. However, we stress again that light curves can only be rigorously analyzed in self-consistent hydrodynamic calculations.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We encourage experimental determinations of the reaction Q-values in Table IV to better constrain the reaction rate equilibria that develop in XRB nucleosynthesis calculations (for 30 S(p,γ) 31 Cl and 60 Zn(p,γ) 61 Ga, the only cases in Table IV for which the masses of all nuclides have been measured, we require the Q-value to a precision better than ±50 keV and ±54 keV, respectively). The question of 'desired precision' is difficult given that most of the Q-values in Table   IV are theoretical estimates; however, we find that individually varying the Qvalue of each reaction in Table IV by Q ± 0.2×∆Q keV leads to negligible effects on Xf and nuclear energy generation rate for every model. With regard to the relevant masses, after reviewing measurements of proton-rich isotopes that have been made since the evaluation of Audi et al. [55] (e.g., [58 -67] ) we find that experimental determinations of the masses of 26 P, 27 S, 43 V, 46 Mn, 47 Mn, 51 Co, 56 Cu, 65 As, 69 Br, 89 Ru, 90 Rh, 99 In, 106 Sb and 107 Sb are still lacking. In addition, we require the experimentally-known masses of at least 31 Cl, 45 Cr and 61 Ga to better precision than that given in [55] (±50, 503 and 53 keV, respectively). In particular, we stress the importance of measuring the mass of 65 As (t1/2 = 170 ms) (first mentioned in [68, 69] in connection with XRBs) since the uncertainty in the Q-value of the 64 Ge(p,γ) 65 As reaction has by far the largest effects in our XRB models 1 .
Reaction Q-values are also vital input for reliable theoretical rate calculations (i.e., 'forward' rate calculations). In Tables 19 -21 of Parikh et al. [47] , reaction rates of importance for XRB studies were identified; mass measurements of the 1 The mass of 64 Ge has recently been measured to high precision [59, 61] . Our results are unaffected, however, due to the large estimated uncertainty in the mass of 65 As (± 302 keV in [55] ).
nuclides involved in those reactions with purely theoretical rates are also essential. Of these, we find that experimental determinations of the masses of 62 Ge, 65 As, 66 Se, 69 [55] . We see that the mass of 65 As is critical in this context as well, since variation of the 65 As(p,γ) 66 Se rate led to significant effects in most XRB models of that study. Measurements of the mass of 66 Se (t1/2 = 33 ms) as well as the spectroscopy of 66 Se are also urgently needed to improve our knowledge of the important 65 As(p,γ) 66 Se reaction rate in XRBs (see also [48] for further discussion). 64 Zn, 56 Ni, a isotopes with the largest post-burst mass fractions Xf,max, in descending order for each model, when using standard rates -see Table II b heaviest isotope with Xf > 0.01 for each model, when using standard rates 6.3x10 -4 5.2x10 -6 3.1x10 1.8x10 4.1x10 -6 3.5x10 4.4x10 -6 5.0x10 1.0x10 -6 7.2x10 -3
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Only the most significant abundance changes (Xf /Xf,std > 2 or < 0. Tables I and II) .
These final yields were obtained using standard rates in our nuclear network.
FIG. 2:
Final abundances (as mass fractions Xf,std) versus mass number A, as calculated with the 'long' and 'short' XRB models (see Tables I and II) . The yield distribution from the 'K04' model is also shown here as a reference. These final yields were obtained using standard rates in our nuclear network. Tables I and II) . The yield distribution from the 'K04' model is also shown here as a reference. These final yields were obtained using standard rates in our nuclear network. Tables I and II ). Note that the yield distribution from the 'lowZ' model is very similar to that from the 'K04' model. These final yields were obtained using standard rates in our nuclear network.
